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A k-arc K of PG(2, q) is a set of k points no three of which are collinear. If q is 
even then k < q + 2, if q is odd then k < q + 1. A k-arc is called complete if it is not 
contained in a (k + 1 )-arc. B. Segre considered the following problem: what is the 
smallest k,(q) E N such that any k-arc with q 2 k > k,(q) is not complete? He suc- 
ceeded in finding two interesting bounds for k,(q), using the theorem of 
Hasse-Weil. In the case of a square even q, it was proved recently that his bound is 
the exact value for k,(q); in the odd case we slightly improve his bound. Further we 
show that the bounds can be obtained without using the Hasse-Weil theorem, only 
applying elementary projective and algebraic geometry. Finally, a short proof is 
given of Segre’s theorem stating that for q odd each q-arc is contained in a (q + l)- 
arc. 8: 1987 Academx Press, Inc 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A k-arc K of PG(2, q) is a set of k points no three of which are collinear. 
If L is a line of PG(2, q), then L is called a secant, tangent, or exterior line 
of K according as ) L’n K( is 2, 1, or 0. The number of tangents at a point x 
of the k-arc K is q + 2 - k = t. If y 4 K, then the number of tangents passing 
through 4’ has the same parity as k [5]. 
Let q be odd. Then for any k-arc K we have k < q + 1 [S]. Moreover, 
any irreducible conic is a (q + 1 )-arc, and by a celebrated theorem of B. 
Segre any (q + I)-arc is an irreducible conic [S, 71. 
Let q be even. Then for any k-arc we have kfq + 2 [S]. Further, the 
q + 1 tangents of any (q + 1 )-arc K concur at a point n, called the knot or 
nucleus of K [5]. If n is the nucleus of the (q + 1)-arc K, then clearly 
Ku (H } is a (q + 2)-arc. Since any irreducible conic is a (q + 1 )-arc [S], 
(q + 2)-arcs of PG(2, q) exist for any even q. In the even case not every 
(q + I)-arc is a conic, and not every (q + 2)-arc is the union of an 
irreducible conic and its nucleus [S]. 
We note that (q + 1 )-arcs (q odd or even) are called ovals, and that 
(q + 2)-arcs (q even) are called complete ovals. 
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A k-arc is called complete if it is not contained in a (k + 1 )-arc. Hence in 
the odd case ovals are complete, and in the even case complete ovals are 
complete. 
The following problems arise and are studied for several decennia: 
(a) For given q, what is the set of values of k for which a complete 
k-arc exists? 
(b) For given q, what is the smallest k,(q) EN such that any k-arc 
with q 3 k > k,(q) is incomplete (and hence can be completed to an oval or 
a complete oval according as q is odd or even)? 
This paper contains some contributions to the answers of these 
questions. 
2. THE BOUNDS OF B. SEGRE 
2.1. The Theorem of H. Hasse and A. Weil 
A deep theorem on the number of points lying on an algebraic curve of 
genus g in PG(r, q) was proved originally by H. Hasse for g = 1 [3,4] and 
then by A. Weil for arbitrary g [ 10, 111. With the terminology of 
Hirschfeld [S], if C,, is an absolutely irreducible nonsingular curve of order 
n and genus g of PG(r, q), r 2 2, and if R is the number of points of C,,, 
then by the Hasse-Weil theorem we have 
IR-(q+W&h. 
Using this theorem, B. Segre obtained the following results [S]. 
(a) Let N be the number of simple points on a plane algebraic curve 
C,, of order n in PG(2, q) with no regular linear components (i.e., with no 
component of order one defined over GF(q)). If & > n - 1, then N< 
n(q+2-n). 
(b) Let C,, be an irreducible component of order n of a plane 
algebraic curve C,,, of order m in PG(2, q) and let n > 3 if C, is regular (i.e., 
if C,, is defined over GF(q)). If R is the number of points of C, and if 
&>m+n--I, then R<n(2q-m+4)/4. 
2.2. The Bounds of B. Segre 
By an ingenious trick (the lemma of tangents, see 8.2.2 in [S] ) and 
applying a nice theorem of projective geometry B. Segre proved the follow- 
ing theorems [S]. 
(a) Let K be a k-arc in PG(2, q), with q even. Then the tk tangents of 
K, t = q + 2 -k, belong to an algebraic envelope r, of class t with the 
properties: 
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(i) T, is unique if k > q/2 + 1; 
(ii) f, contains no secant of K and so no pencil with vertex x in 
K; 
(iii) if d ~ is the pencil with vertex x in K, if L is a tangent of K at 
s, then the intersection multiplicity of r, and A, at L is one. 
(b) Let K be a k-arc in PG(2, q), q odd. Then the tk tangents of K, 
f= q + 2 -k, belong to an algebraic envelope Tr, of class 2t with the 
properties: 
(i) fr, is unique if k > (2q + 4)/3; 
(ii) Tz, contains no secant of K and so no pencil with vertex x in 
K; 
(iii) if A, is the pencil with vertex I in K, if L is a tangent of K at 
X, then the intersection multiplicity of f ?, and A ,. at L is two. 
(iv) Tr, may contain components of multiplicity at most two, but 
does not consist entirely of double components. 
As a corollary of 2.1(a) and 2.2(a), B. Segre obtained the following 
results [S]. For q even k,(q)<q-Jq+ 1. Hence if k>q--&+ 1, then 
any k-arc K can be extended to a complete oval 0. This complete oval 0 is 
unique except when q = k = 2 in which case there are two complete ovals 
containing K. Finally, if k > q - & + I and q # 2, the only points J’ for 
which Ku (11) is a (k+ 1)-arc are the q+2-k points of O-K. 
In Section 5 the case k = q - & + 1, q an even or odd square, will be 
discussed. 
As a corollary of 2.1 (b) and 2.2(b) B. Segre obtained the following [S]: 
For q odd k,(q)<q-&4+1/4. Hence if k>q-h/4+7/4, then any 
k-arc K can be extended to an irreducible conic 0. This conic 0 is uniquely 
defined by K. Finally, if k > q - h/4 + 7/4 then the only points y for 
which Ku {y) is a (k+ 1)-arc are the q+ 1 -k points of O-K. 
3. ELEMENTARY BOUNDS ON THE NUMBER OF POINTS 
OF A PLANE ALGEBRAIC CURVE 
3.1. THEOREM. If R is the number qfpoints of a plane algebraic curve C,, 
of order n, n > 2, qf PG(2, q) with no regular linear components, then 
R < (q + 1 )(n - 1). 
Proof Since C,, has no regular linear component, by the theorem of 
Bezout [2] any line of PG(2, q) has at most n points in common with C,. 
Let x E C,, and count in two different ways the pairs (y, L) with 
y E C,, - (X > and L the line containing x and y. 
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If x is singular for C,,, then for any line L containing x there are at most 
n - 2 points y of L on C,, - (x}, and for any point y E C,, - (x) there is 
exactly one line L containing x and y. Hence one gets R- 1 < 
(q+ l)(n-2). Since (q+l)(n-2)+ 1 < (q+ l)(n-1) we have 
R < (q + 1 )(n - 1). 
So suppose now that x is simple for C,,. The tangent of C,, at x is 
denoted by M. Clearly 1 6 I C,, n MI d n - 1. 
If IC,, n M( = 1, then counting the pairs (y, L) we obtain R - 1 < 
q(n - 1). Since n > 2 one gets R < (q + 1 )(n - 1). 
Now let 2~ (C,,nMl <n- 1, and let z~(c,,nM)- {x}. By a previous 
argument we may assume that z is simple for C,,. The tangent of C,, at 2 is 
denoted by N. If N = M, then counting the pairs (y, L) we obtain R - 1 < 
q(n - 1) + (n - 3), i.e., R < (q + 1 )(n - 1). Finally, if N # M, then count pairs 
(u, U) with u E C,, - {z} and U the line containing u and Z. There results 
R- 1 <(q- l)(M- 1)+2(n-2), i.e., R<(q+ l)(n-1). i 
Remark. If n = 2 and C, has no regular linear components, then R = 1 
or R=q+ 1. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let C,, be a plane algebraic curve of order n, n > 4, in 
PG(2, q) Mlith no regular linear components. If,for any line L of PG(2, q) u’e 
have IC,, n LI = n (mod 2), then the number R of points of C,, satisfies 
R < (q + 1 )(n - 1) - 2. 
Proqfi Since C, has no regular linear component, by the theorem of 
BCzout any line of PG(2, q) has at most n points in common with C,. Let 
x E C,, and count in two different ways the pairs (y, L) with y E C,, - {A-} 
and L the line containing x and y. 
If ,Y is singular for C,,, one gets R-ld(q+l)(n-3), and so 
R < (q + 1 )(n - 1) - 2. If x is simple for C,, if M is the tangent of C, at x, 
and if IC,, n MI = 1, then we obtain R - 1 < q(n - 1). Since n 3 5 there 
arises R < (q + 1 )(n - 1) - 2. 
Now let 2 < 1 C,, n MI 6 n - 2. By a previous argument we may assume 
that all points of C,] n M are simple. If M is the tangent line at each point 
ofC,,nM,then)C,nMI6n/2ifnisevenandIC,,nMJ~(n-l)/2ifnis 
odd. Counting pairs (y, L) we obtain R < q(n - 1) + (n/2) if n is even, and 
R d q(n - 1) + ((n - 1)/2) if n is odd. If n is even, then q(n - 1) + (n/2) < 
(q+l)(n-1)-2ifandonlyifn>6.Forn=6wehaveIC,nMJ=2since 
)C,nMl is even. Hence R65q+2, and so R<5q+3=(q+l)(n-l)-2. 
If n is odd, then q(n- l)+((n- 1)/2) < (q+ l)(n- l)-2 if and only if 
n > 5. For n = 5 we have ICs n M( < 2 since IC, n MI is odd. This con- 
tradicts 2 < IC,, n M( <n - 2. Finally, we assume that there is a point 
z E (C,, n M) - {x} such that the tangent line N at z is distinct from M. 
Then count pairs (u, U) with UE C, - {z} and U the line containing 
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U and z. We obtain R - 1 d (q- l)(n - 1) + 2(n - 3), i.e., R < 
(q+ l)(n- 1)-2. m 
Remarks. (1) Let n= 3. By 3.1 we have R < 2q + 2. Assume now that 
R > 2q. Since JC, n LI = 1 or 3, the intersections C, n L with JC, n L( = 3 
define a Steiner triple system on C3. Hence 1 C3 ) is odd, and so R = 2q + 1. 
Then for any x E C, there is exactly one line L through x with /L n C, 1 = 1 
and exactly q lines L through x with IL n C, 1 = 3. Hence the number of 
lines L for which IL n C, 1 = 1 equals 2q + 1, and the number of lines L for 
which ILnC,l=3 equals (2q+l)q/3. Hence q*+q+l = 2q+l + 
(2q + 1) q/3, i.e., q = 4. Now clearly C, is a Hermitian curve [S] of 
PG(2,4). This case occurs since any Hermitian curve of PG(2,4) can be 
represented by the cubic equation xi + XT + x: = 0 [S]. 
(2) Let n=4. By 3.1 we have R<3q+3. Assume that R>3q+l. 
ForanylineLofPG(2,q)wehaveIC,nLIE{0,2,4}.LetxEC,,letccbe 
the number of lines L through x for which JL n C4 1 = 2, and let j be the 
number of lines L through x for which IL n C4 I = 4. Then a + /I3 = R - 1 
and a+/?=q+l. Hence 3q+4-2a=R. It follows that cc=1 and 
R = 3q + 2. An example is given by the curve C4 of PG(2,4) with equation 
xi +x: + .K: + x,ijxf + x:x; + XIX; + X&K, x2 +x:x2x,, + xix,,xl = 0. Here 
IC, I = 14 and PG(2,4) - C, is the GF(2)-subplane consisting of the points 
(x,, x,, x2), x, E GF(2). In this example JC, n Ll E { 2,4} for any line L of 
PG( 2, 4). 
3.3. Remark. Let R be the number of points of a plane algebraic curve 
C,, of order n in PG(2, q) with no regular linear components. If x E C,,, then 
by counting pairs (y, L), with y E C,, - {x} and L the line containing x and 
y, one immediately gets R < (q + 1 )(n - 1) + 1. This slightly weaker bound 
was already derived in [9]. 
4. THE EVEN CASE 
4.1. THEOREM. For q even k,(q)<q-&++. Hence ifk>q-&+t, 
then any k-arc K of PG(2, q), q even, can be extended to a complete oval 0. 
ProoJ Assume that K is a complete k-arc of PG(2, q), q even and 
k d q + 1. By 2.2(a) the tk tangents of K belong to an envelope r,. Suppose 
that T, contains a regular linear component. Then there is a point y in 
PG(2, q) such that the pencil consisting of the lines through y belongs to 
T,. By 2.2(a)(ii) y 4 K and each line xy, x E K, is a tangent line of K. Hence 
Ku { y } is a (k + 1)-arc, a contradiction. Hence r, contains no regular 
linear component. By the immediate bound of 3.3 we have 
kt<If,I<(q+l)(t-l)+l, from which k<q--Jq+(1/4)+$. Since the 
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inequality k > q - ,/‘q + ( I/4) + $ is equivalent 
k>q-A+$, the theorem is proved. 1 
to the inequality 
4.2. Remark. Let K be a complete k-arc of PG(2, q), q even and 
k 6 q + 1. Using the bound in 3.2, then by an argument quite analogous to 
that in 4.1, we obtain k < q- dm+ 2. But it can be shown that 
except in the trivial cases k = q = 2 and q = 4, k = 3, this new bound gives 
exactly the same results as the bound in Theorem 4.1. 
4.3. THEOREM. For q cm even square k,(q) 6 q - d; + 1. 
Proof1 Immediate. 1 
4.4. THEOREM[!?]. [f’K is a complete k-arc2 qf’Pc(2, q), rrith q even and 
k odd, then k<q-&+ 1. 
Sketch of’ the ProqjI Let K be a complete k-arc of PG(2, q), q even and 
k odd (then k dq + 1). By 2.2(a) the tk tangents of K belong to an 
envelope T,. Since K is complete, the envelope T, contains no regular linear 
components. Now by the theorem of Bezout, any point of PG(2, q) is 
contained in at most t tangents of K. 
Let s, be the number of tangents through the point .u,$ K of PG(2, q), 
i = 1, 2,..., q’ + q + 1 -k. By counting the number of ordered pairs (x;, L), 
L a tangent containing X, 4 K, we obtain 2; s, = tkq; by counting the num- 
ber of ordered triples (.Y,, L, L’), L and L’ distinct tangents containing 
X, 4 K, we obtain 1, s,(s, - 1 ) = tk(tk - t). 
Since s, has the parity of k (see Section 1), s, is odd for all 
i = 1, 2,..., q” + q + 1 -k. Hence, s, 3 1 for all i, and so x# (s; - 1 )(si - t) d 0. 
Consequently we have (k- l)(k-(q+&+ l))(k-(q-h+ l))>O, 
and so k<q-&+ 1. 1 
Remark. Let K be a complete k-arc of PG(2, q), with q even and 
k = q - & + 1. Then k is odd. From the preceding proof follows that any 
point of PG(2, q) is contained in 1 or t = & + 1 tangent lines of K. Since 
tk = q & + 1 the tk tangents of K are the q & + 1 elements of a dual Her- 
mitian arc (see [S, p. 3411). B 2.2(a) all the tangents of K belong to an 
algebraic envelope r of class P q + 1. If L E f with L not tangent to K, then 
by 2.2(a) L is an exterior line of K. Now we count in two different ways the 
pairs (x, M) with x EL, x E A4, and M tangent to K. For each tangent A4 of 
K, there is exactly one oint x with x E L and x E M. Hence the number of 
pairs (x, M) equals q ,F1 q + 1. Let x E L. Then .X is on 1 or & + 1 tangents 
of K. Since x is on at most & + 1 elements of I’and L E r, the point x is 
on exactly one tangent A4 of K. Hence the number of pairs (x, M) equals 
q + 1. This contradiction proves that the set of all lines of f coincides with 
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the set of all tangents of K. Consequently the envelope r of class & + 1 is 
a dual Hermitian arc. We conjecture that this implies that r is a dual 
Hermitian curve. 
4.5. Final Remark 
For q an even nonsquare and k even, the bound k < q - & + 1 of Segre 
is slightly better than our bound k 6 q - Jq+(17/4) + $. For a given q the 
maximum values of k = 2r satisfying the two bounds can differ by at most 
two. An example where the difference is exactly two: if q = 128 and k even, 
then the two bounds resp. give k < 116 and k 6 118. 
5. COMPLETE (q--A+ 1 )-ARCS IN PG(2, q), 4 SQUARE 
5.1. Complete (q- &+ I)-Arcs in PG(2, q), q Square 
Here we give a survey of the results contained in [ 11. Let G be a cyclic 
group acting regularly on PG(2, q), q square. Let G, (resp. G,) be the sub- 
group of order q - & + 1 (resp. q + & + 1) of G. The orbits of G, are 
denoted by K, , K2 ,..., X, + ,G + 1, the orbits of Gz by B,, & ,..., B,-J;+ ,. It 
is not diflicult to show that the Bls are Baer subplanes of PG(2, q), and 
that (KinB,/=l for all i=l,..., q+&+l,j=l,..., q-&+1. Not so 
easy is the proof that the Kls are (q - & + 1 )-arcs, and that the tangents 
of Kj at x E Ki are exactly the & + 1 lines through x of the Baer subplane 
B, containing x. Further we showed that the K,‘s are complete when q > 4. 
If q = 4 each K, is a 3-arc, henc_e is incomplete. 
Finally, for q even, the q Jq + 1 tangents of Ki form a dual Hermitian 
curve (cf. the remark in 4.4). 
5.2. Remarks. (1) Several of the results in 5.1 hold in any cyclic projec- 
tive plane of square order q. 
(2) The arcs Ki of 5.1 were found incidentally by Kestenband [6], by 
different methods, as one of the possible types of intersection of two Her- 
mitian curves in PG(2, q), q square. Her methods do not apply to arbitrary 
cyclic planes of square order. Further, she did not notice the completeness 
of the arcs and the relationship to Segre’s theory. 
5.3. THEOREM. For q an even square, with q > 4, we have 
kJq)=q-A+ 1. For q an oddsquare we have k,(q)>q-&+ 1. 
Prooj Let q be a square, with q # 4. By 5.1 we have k,(q) 2 q - & + 1. 
If q is even, then by 4.3, k,(q) = q - &+ 1. 1 
Remark. In PG(2, 9) there exists a complete 8-arc, but no complete 
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g-arc [5]. Hence k,(9) = 8 > 9 - $+ I. Hence we do not have 
k,(q) = q - ,/$ + 1 for each odd square q. 
6. THE ODD CASE 
6.1. Introduction 
In the even case good bounds for k,,(q) were obtained without using the 
Hasse-Weil theorem. Similar methods applied to the odd case do not yield 
a good bound, since here we have an envelope fz, of class 2t instead of the 
envelope f,. 
In 6.2 we shall derive a bound which is slightly better than Segre’s one. 
But to this end we also use the HasseeWeil theorem. Nevertheless in 6.5 we 
obtain a bound for k,,(q), only using elementary algebraic geometry. We 
note that for a given q our bound differs from that of Segre by at most one. 
6.2. THEOREM. [f' K is u k-arc of‘ PG(2, q), q odd, ,fbr which 
t < (& + 1)‘/(4& + 1 ), where t = q + 2 - k, then K can he extended to an 
irreducible conic. 
Proof Let t < (& + I)‘/(4 & + 1) and t # 1 (then q # 3). Assume that 
the algebraic envelope fzr defined by K is irreducible. By the Hasse-Weil 
theorem we have IfI,/ dq+ 1 +2g& with g the genus of f’,, and so 
Jf2,1 ,<q+ 1 +(2t- 1)(2t-2)Jic;. H ence kt,<q+ 1 +(2t- 1)(2t-2)&. 
Consequently (t - 1 )(q + I + 2 & - t( 1 + 4 A)) d 0. Since t # 1, we have 
t 3 (& + I )*/(4 & + 1 ), a contradiction. 
Hence the envelope f2, is reducible. Clearly at least one irreducible com- 
ponent r,, of f ?, has class n ,< t. If r,, is regular of class n = 1, then r,, is a 
pencil with vertex x not on K (cf. also 2.2(b)). Then Ku {x} is a (k + l)- 
arc. Next, let r,, be regular of class n = 2. Then r,, is the envelope of an 
irreducible conic C. Since k > (3q + 5)/4, i.e., t < (q + 3)/4, by a theorem of 
Segre [S, p. 2371 K is contained in C. Finally, su 
regular. Since q # 3 we have (3(&+ 1 )2/(4 P 
pose that n 3 3 if r,, is 
q + I)) - I <&, and so 
3t-1 <&. Then by 2.1(b), Ir,,I<n(q-t+2)/2=nk/2. By 2.2(b) the 
number of elements of f,, through any point p of K is at least n/2. Hence 
/I-,, 1 3 nk/2, contradicting If ,2 1 < nk/2. 
Consequently, K is contained in a (k + l)-arc. Repeating the argument, 
we see that K is contained in a (q + I)-arc, i.e., an irreducible conic. 1 
6.3. Remark. Our inequality is slightly better than Segre’s one which is 
equivalent to t < (& + 1)/4. For t = 2, e.g., Segre’s bound gives q 3 53, the 
other one q>41; for t= 3 Segre’s bound gives q3 125, the other one 
q > 107. 
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6.4. THEOREM. If K is a k-arc of PG(2, q), q odd, for which 
k > q - (h/4) + $, then K can be extended to an irreducible conic. 
ProojI Since t-4,:;;+1)‘!(4&1) is equivalent to k>q- 
(A/4) + E - (s/(4 & + l)), it follows from 6.2 that any k-arc K with 
k > q - (h/4) + g can be extended to an irreducible conic. m 
Remark. For a given q (q an odd prime power) the smallest value of k 
satisfying Segre’s bound k > q - (A/4) + $ and the smallest value of k 
satisfying the bound in 6.4, differ by 0 or 1. 
6.5. A Bound for k,(q), q Odd, without Using the Hasse-Weil Theorem 
The aim of this section is to show that also in the odd case the use of the 
Hasse-Weil theorem can be avoided. The methods used here are com- 
pletely different from and more complicated than these used in the even 
case. But again the proof relies only on elementary algebraic geometry. 
THEOREM. For q odd ko(q) 6 q - $dqm + 3. 
ProoJ Let K be a complete k-arc of PG(2, q), with q odd, k < q + 1 and 
k > q - + ,/m + $. We must prove that this leads to a contradic- 
tion. 
Suppose that in the algebraic closure of GF(q) the algebraic envelope r,, 
defined by K (see 2.2(b)) has a component of class one. If y is the vertex of 
that component, then by 2.2(b)(ii) y $ K. By 2.2(b)(ii) and (iii) each line xq’, 
x E K, is one of the t tangent lines of K at x. Hence for any point x E K the 
line ,YY is a line of PG(2, q), and so y is a point of PG(2, q). Now it is clear 
that Ku { y } is a (k + 1 )-arc of PG(2, q), a contradiction. 
Now suppose that in the algebraic closure of GF(q) the envelope r,, has 
an irreducible component r’ of multiplicity two. If n is the class of r’, then 
n< t - 1 (cf. 2.2(b)(iv)). By the preceding section we have nf 1. By the 
theorem of Btzout each point of PG(2, q) is on at most n elements of r’. If 
the line L of PG(2, q) belongs to r’, then counting pairs (z, M) with ZEL, 
2 E M, A4 # L and A4 a line of PG(2, q) which belongs to f’, we see that r 
has at most (q+ l)(n- I)+ 1 =qn -q+n elements in PG(2, q). Since r 
has multiplicity two, it follows from 2.2(b)(iii) that exactly n distinct 
tangent lines of K at x, x E K, belong to f’. Hence r’ has at least kn 
elements in PG( 2, q). Consequently qn - q + n 2 kn, i.e., q 6 n(t - 1). Since 
ndt- 1 we have q<(t-1)2, so r>&-t- 1, i.e., k$q-&+ 1. Now from 
q - $ dqm -+ 3 > q - & + 1 we have a contradiction. 
The irreducible components of r,, in the algebraic closure of GF(q) are 
denoted by r,, Tz ,..., r,s. By the preceding each I’, has multiplicity one. 
The class of Ti is denoted by ni. We have already shown that n, # 1. Clearly 
x:;=, n, = 21. The tangent points of the envelope ri form an irreducible 
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algebraic curve C,. For each point I,E K, let d; be the number of tangent 
lines of K at x, which are double elements of f,, let e{ be the number of 
tangent lines L of K at x, which are simple for f, and for which I, is noI 
the tangent point of f, at L, and let ,fj be the number of tangent lines I, tif 
K at xi which are simple for I-, but for which x, is the tangent point of f ‘, at 
L. Then clearly 
2d;+2f;+ej=ni, i= I ,..., s,j = l,..., k. (1) 
A tangent line L of K at x, which is \imple for Ti and for which x, is not 
the tangent point of fi at L, is also a simple element for some f,, and 
moreover xi is not the tangent point of r,. at L. Hence the number of 
double elements of f2, is at least 
xdj+ixe/=d. 
1 ! I., 
The order of C, is at most [2], 
(2) 
n,(n, - 1) - 2 1 dj, (3) 
and each point xi is an ordinaryfj-fold point [S] for Ci. 
Since the genus of r, is positive [2], we have 






Now we have (2t- 1)(2t-2)=(n,+ ... +H,~-l)(n,+ ... +n,-2) = 
?a;:, ~ I )(ni-2) -2(s- 1) + 2 Cizi’ nin,. By B&out’s theorem [2] we 
(5) 
Hence by (4) and (5) one gets (2t - 1)(2t - 2) > 2 C,,, (I: - 2(.~ - 1) + E i e:. 
So by (7) (2t- 1)(2t-2)>2d-2(s- 1). Hence 
(2t- l)(t- l)+s- 1 >d. (6) 
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If n,? is the order of C,, then by (3) we have xi n? SC; ni(ni- 1) - 
2 & dj = 2t(2t-l)-2 C,,,, n,n<-2 C,,,d;.. Hence by (5) and (2) 
xi n,? 6 2r(2t - 1) - C,,j e; - 2 & dj = 2t(2t - 1) - 2d. Hence 
n*=~n,%2t(2t-l)-2d. (7) 
Since the genus of Ci is positive [Z], we have 
(n,* - l)(n* - 2) 
2 
3 fiW - 1) 
i 2 ’ 
i.e., 
(?I* - 1 )(n,* - 2) b C.frc.f: - 1). (8) 
Now we have (n*-l)(n*-2)=(n:+ ... +n.T-l)(n:+ ... +n,T--2) 
n,*-2)-2(s- 1)+2Ci,Tn*nf. By Bizout’s theorem [2] 
1 n*nt> C C.f:f:,. (9) 
,>, i>f’ j 
Hence by (8) and (9) one gets (II* - l)(n* - 2) dCi,,fj(f:- 1) - 
2(s- I)+2 &>i. CJ{fi.. So by (7) we have 
(2t(2r- l)-2d- 1)(2t(21- 1)-2d-2) 
>Cfj(fj- 1)-2(s- 1)+2 1 cf:fj,. (10) 
1.1 I>(’ i 
Next, we have xi,., f;(fj - 1) - 2(s - 1) + 2 I,,? Ii ,fjfj. = 
Cj(x;,f{(fj- 1) + 2 C,>;‘fif$) - 2(S- l) = Cj(Ci f+(Cif(-l)) - 
2(s - 1). Now, from (1) 
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=kr(r-1)-2r;(d~+fc;)+;(d~+f~~) 
+,!,(d:+;,:))2-2(s- 1) 
=kr(i-;)-:rd+d+~(~(d;+;c+2(s-1) (by (2)) 
>kt(t- I)-2td+d-2(s- 1). 
Consequently, (10) becomes 
(2t(2t- l)-2d- 1)(2t(2t- l)-2d-2) 
akkt(r- I)-2rd+d-2(s- 1). (11) 
Hence 
(2r(2r-1)-1)(2r(2r-1)-2)-kr(r-1) 
2 16dr2 - lord- 5d- 4d2 - 2(s- 1). (12) 
Now assume that 16dr2 - 1Odr - 5d- 4d2 - 2(s - 1) < 0, i.e., d(16r2 -
1Or - 5 -4d) < 2(s- I). By (6) we then have d(16r2- lot- 5 -8r2 + 
12r - 4 - 4s + 4) < 2(s - 1 ), i.e., d(8r2 + 2r - 4s - 5) < 2(s - 1). Since ni > 2, 
i= 1 ,..., s, we have 2r=Cjn,b2s, and so d(8r2+2r-4r-5)<2(r-1). 
Consequently d(8r2 - 2r - 5) < 2(r - l), hence d(8r2 - 2r - 6) < 2(r - l), so 
d(8r + 6)(r - 1) < 2(r - 1). Since r # 1 we have d(8t + 6) < 2. This implies 
d = 0, and ( 12) becomes 
(2r(2r- l)- 1)(2r(2r- l)-2’)-kr(r- l)a -2(s- 1). (13) 
On the other hand, if 16dr2 - 1Odr - Sd- 4d2 - 2(s - 1) > 0, then clearly 
(13) also holds. 
Since r B s, we have (2r(2r- l)- 1)(2r(2r- l)-2)-kr(r-1)a 
-2(s- l)> -2(r- 1). Hence 16r4- 16r3-8r2+8r-kr2+kra0, and so 
16r”-- 16r2-8r+8-kr+kaO. Consequently ( 16t2 - 8 - k)( r - 1) > 0. 
Since r> 1, one gets 16r2-8-kkk. Hence 16(q+2-k)2-8-k>0, i.e., 
1 6k2 - k( 65 + 329) + 1 6q2 + 64q + 56 > 0. (14) 
From (14) follows that 
kzq+$Jg+641/64)+$$ Or k<q-&,/m+$$. 
Since q + 1 > k > q - a Jm + 3, we finally have a contradic- 
tion. 1 
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6.6. Final Remark 
The bound t < (J;f + 1)2/(4 & + 1) of 6.2 is slightly better than the 
bound k>q-$,/q+o+$ of 6.5. For a given q the minimum 
values of k satisfying the two bounds can differ by at most one. 
Note that 6.5 guarantees that any k-arc K with k > q - a& + $j can be 
extended to a conic, while 6.2 and 6.4 guarantee that any k-arc K with 
k > q - a& + $j can be extended to a conic. 
7. k-Arcs WITH t SMALL 
Here we consider briefly the k-arcs of PG(2, q) with q + 2 - k = t small. 
7.1. The Even Case 
(a) t = 0. Each (q + 2)-arc is complete. 
(b) t = 1. Each (q + 1 )-arc is contained in a (q + 2)-arc (cf. Section 1). 
(c) t=2. Since q>q-&+ 1, each q-arc is contained in a (q+2)- 
arc (cf. 2.2). 
(d) r=3.Wehaveq-l>q--&+lifq>4.Henceany(q-1)-arc 
of PG(2, q), q > 4, is contained in a (q + 2)-arc (cf. 2.2). Clearly also any 
l-arc (resp. 3-arc) of PG(2, 2) (resp. PG(2,4)) is contained in a complete 
oval. 
(e) t=4. We have q-2>q-,,&+ 1 if q>9. Hence any (q-2)-arc 
of PG(2, q), q > 8, is contained in a complete oval. Clearly also any (q - 2)- 
arc of PG(2, q), qE (2,4}, can be completed to a (q + 2)-arc. But in 
PG(2, 8) there exist complete 6-arcs [IS, p. 4011. 
(f) t=5. Wehaveq-3>q-&+l ifq>16.Henceany(q-3)-arc 
of PG(2, q), q > 16, is contained in a complete oval. It is trivial that any l- 
arc of PG(2,4) is contained in a 6-arc. Further, one easily shows that any 
5-arc of PC 2, 8) is contained in a lo-arc [S, p. 4011. Finally, since 
13 = 16 - ;I 16 + 1 there exists a complete 13-arc in PG(2, 16) (cf. 5). 
7.2. The Odd Case 
(a) t = 1. Each (q + l)-arc is complete. 
(b) t = 2. Each q-arc of PG(2, q), q > 41, is contained in a (q + l)- 
arc (cf. 6.3). 
In 1955 Segre [S, 71 proved that any q-arc of PG(2, q), q odd, is contained 
in a (q + I)-arc. The proof of Segre contains a little error which was 
corrected by myself in my Masters Thesis in 1966, and published 
independently by Biike in 1974 (cf. [5, p. 2001. We emphasize that the 
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original proof of Segre, together with the amendment, is about 15 pages 
[S, p. 1861. Here we propose a new proof of a few lines. 
THEOREM. Any q-arc qf’ PG(2, q), q odd, is contained in u (q + 1 )-arc. 
Proof Let K be a q-arc of PG(2, q), q odd. If q = 3, then K clearly is 
contained in a 4-arc of PG(2, 3). So let q > 3. By Section 1 the number t, of 
tangents through y, $ K, i= l,..., q2 + 1, is odd. Counting the number of 
pairs (L, yj), L a tangent of K, yi$ K, yi E L, we obtain x, t, = ktq = 2q2. 
Counting the number of ordered triples (L, L’, yi), L # L’, L and L’ 
tangents of K, yi 4 K, y, on L and L’, we obtain C, t,( ti - 1) = kt(kt - t) = 
2q(2q-2). Hence C, (t,- l)(t,-3) = 2q(2q-2)-6q’+3(q2+ 1) = 
(q- l)(q-3)>0. Since t, is odd and xi (t,- l)(t;-3)>0, for at least one 
y, there holds ti3 5. Assume, e.g., that t, 3 5. 
The algebraic envelope r,, corresponding to K has class 2t = 4. By the 
theorem of BCzout the pencil with vertex y, belongs to r,. By 2.2(b) each 
line xyl, x E K, is a tangent line of K. Hence Ku { y , } is a (q + 1 )-arc. 1 
(c) t = 3. Each (q - l)-arc of PG(2, q), q > 107, is contained in a 
(q + 1 )-arc (cf. 6.3). 
(d) t=4. We have 4<(&+ 1)“/(4&+1) (cf. 6.2) if qa211. 
Hence any (q - 2)-arc of PG(2, q), q > 211, is contained in a (q + 1 )-arc. 
Finally, since 7 = 9 - fi+ 1 there exists a complete 7-arc in PG(2, 9) 
(cf. 5). 
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